A novel small RNA contributes to restrain cellular chain length and anti-phagocytic ability in Streptococcus suis 2.
Streptococcus suis serotype 2 (SS2) is an important porcine and human pathogen. Regulatory small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs) play an essential role in diverse physiological processes, although they remain poorly understood in SS2. In this study, we identified eight novel sRNAs through a combination of computational strategies and experimental identification. To explore roles of these novel sRNAs, sRNA34 was preferentially selected to assess phenotypes of the deletion strain in vitro and in vivo. The inactivation of sRNA34 significantly elongated the cellular chain, remarkably increased sensitivity to phagocytosis by RAW264.7, and attenuated virulence in a mouse infection model. Transcriptomic analysis revealed that inactivation of sRNA34 altered expression of multiple genes contributing to cellular chain formation and elongation, indicating a potential mechanism of sRNA34 in maintaining proper bacterial chain length to resist phagocytosis by the host cell. In summary, sRNA34 is a novel sRNA that contributes to cellular chain regulation and the anti-phagocytosis ability of SS2.